
For Models: B FL425



Ø35-Ø40Max

Make sure there is a Ø35-Ø40 Hole on the basin before fix the mixer, Unscrew the fitting  
ASSY from the bottom of the body, then get the body through the hole, don't forget to fix
 the o-ring between the bottom of the body and the basin.
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According the remove step to screw up the fixing set to the mixer below the basin.2

Use hand to screw up the locknut, then use install tool for fixing strengthen.3

Connect the inlet hose from the body,"Red" for connecting to the hot water,and 
"Blue" for connecting to the cold water.

4

Preparation/Assembly

Steps1-4



Steps1-6

Installation

5 Pull the handle top is open, the angle you pull are more, the flow rate is becoming
large, conversely the angle youpull are small, the flow rate is becoming little 
till close. 

Installation/Pop-Up drain
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5

1 Remove flange from pop up main body. Leave black
washer and nut on drain body.

2 Place a ring of putty around drain opening of sink. Insert threaded
end of drain body up through drain hole and attach flange to body
with ball rod pointing to rear of sink

3 Thread locknut from underside of sink until rubber washer seats
securely inside opening of sink. Tighten locknut with a wrench.
Wipe excess putty.

Unthread the nut from the pop-up body and remove the spring
clip from the ball rod (please note: retain the white packing ring
on the ball rod),and place the nut in the ball rod. Insert the ball 
rod into the side hole of drain, through the hole in the stopper, 
slide the nut on and tighten securely  
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5 Place one and of spring clip on the end of ball rod. Insert rod
through hole in life rod strap. Secure the lift rod strap by placing
the other end of the spring clip on the ball rod.

Insert bottom of lift rod into hole at top of pop-up strap. Tighten with
thumb screw.
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Parts Breakdown

Parts Diagram
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